
Knitted Cake Pan Jacket

Materials

Yarn    Cotton- Peaches and Cream

 1 skein of each color (one  variegated and one solid)

Needles - 24 inch #4 circle needle

 1- 24 or longer, smaller circle needle to divide stitches.

 The gauge I got was 9 sts equal 2 inches.  But it is not crucial to match this.  Your swatch prac-
tice will be the proper gauge for you.

Elastic - Non-roll , ¾ to 1 ¼ inch etc.  Depending on your pan height.

Instructions

1- measure pan, round up to nearest inch.  For this 9 inch pan I opted for 30 inches.

2- use “swatch practice” to determine gauge - see page 4.

3- Cast on number of stitches required to fit your pan,  using alternating color cable cast on. 

Instructions begin on page 3.

4- Double knit 1 round.

5.  Using solid color yarn only, K 1, P 1, around (this joins the two sides of the knit).

6.  Using both yarns, double knit the number of  rounds needed to make casing for your chosen  width 
of elastic ( ¾ to 1 ¼  inch).  

7. Form circle of elastic, overlap and stitch.  The best way is to cut elastic 1 inch shorter than pan mea-
surement, then over lap ½ inch and stitch together in a “box” formation.



8.  Divide stitches- leave knits on #4, slip purls onto spare needle (a bit smaller in size is best).  Once 
they are divided , then slip in your elastic ring.

In fig A, I have divided the stitches onto two needle.  
The MC knit stitches remain on the #4 circle, and the 
CC purls, are riding on a #3 circle.

In fig B,  I have opened the knitting to reveal the con-
necting round ( the CC k1, p1) to show you what it 
looks like.

In fig. C, You can see that I am holding both needle in 
my left hand, as I knit one off the front (MC) and purl 
one off the back needle, using a single strand of the CC 
yarn( black).  You can also see the elastic ring peeking 
out of the center of the knitted band.

Once this round is completed, the elastic will be encased.



10.  Double knit the next round.

11.  Cast off-   knit MC, bring yarns forward, purl CC, bring yarns to back.  Pass stitch on right(MC) 
over second stitch(CC).  Knit the next stitch(MC), with yarns in back, pass the purl (CC)to the right 
over the newly made knit stitch (MC).  Bring yarns forward, purl the next CC, bring yarns to back, 
pass MC over purl stitch. Work in this manner until all stitches are bound off.

This method with give you and alternating color chain, and will match the alternating color cast on.

*Note- DO NOT make this cast off loose.  Use regular knitting tension.  Remember you are casting off 
2 for every 1 stitch on the right side.

Alternating Color Cable Cast On

1.  Make a slip knot using both yarns.

2.  Insert needle tip into CC loop.  Using MC, make a 
new stitch.

3.  Pull the  (MC) loop through.  Stick the left needle 
tip through the center of the loop just as it is.  DON’T 
turn it, as you usually do to put it back on the needle. 



In fig #4- The MC stitch is now on the left needle.

Fig. #5-  Insert right needle tip between the two stitches 
as shown.  

Fig. # 6 - Swing working yarn (MC) to back and pick up 
CC yarn up from underneath to make next stitch. 

Fig. #7- Pull loop of CC yarn through

Fig.# 8 - Stick tip of left needle through loop, without 
twisting.



When you look at the bottom edge you will see 
alternate knit stitches or loops.  I frequently 
pause and check to see if they are even.  I have 
found the it is easy to adjust the loops by using 
the tip of your needle to pull up on, or take the 
slack out of an offending stitch.  Once you do it a 
few times you will find it much easier.

Swatch Practice

Cast on 36 sts, using the method just described above.  You will have 18 MC sts, and 18 CC color sts.

Row 1- Double knit across, k 1 MC, p 1 CC.  Turn.

Row 2 -K 1, bring both yarns to front, Lay knit st yarn over the top of the Purl st yarn.  Holding down 
the knit st yarn, purl the next st.  Bring yarns to back and work across row in double knitting.  Turn.

Row 3 - Repeat the beginning procedure of the previous row.  Work across in DK.

Complete as many rows as you like, I did 7.  

The next step -Cast off-   knit MC, bring yarns forward, purl CC, bring yarns to back.  Pass stitch on 
right(MC) over second stitch(CC).  Knit the next stitch(MC), with yarns in back, pass the purl (CC)to 
the right over the newly made knit stitch (MC).  Bring yarns forward, purl the next CC, bring yarns to 
back, pass MC over purl stitch. Work in this manner until all stitches are bound off.

Both edge of your swatch will match, which I think is pretty cool.


